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Abstract of Thesis
Basketball analysis in the Philippines fails to consider the spatial nature of the
sport. Basketball leagues don't gather spatial information and spatial analysis is rarely,
if ever, used. The study was made to address this issue. Its objectives were to develop
a system to extract and analyze field goal attempts and to show that spatial analysis
provides a better option than the conventional non-spatial analysis employed in the
country today. To meet these objectives, a system called CourtVisionPH was
developed.
CourtVisionPH was designed to extract, store, and analyze basketball-related
spatial information. In the study, it was limited to the analysis of shooting. The
location of field goal attempts were extracted from broadcast basketball videos using
coordinate transformation and were stored in a database. Spatial analysis was carried
out and the results were presented in the form of statistics and visualizations. RMSE
computation and back-transformation were used to inform the user of the
transformation's accuracy. A comparison of system-computed and manually-computed
statistics showed that the computations of the system were 100% accurate. An
application of the system on the UP Fighting Maroons and DLSU Green Archers
demonstrated that spatial analysis provides information that conventional non-spatial
analysis could not. Play-by-play data and boxscores supplemented the videos to help
ensure the completeness and correctness of the data.
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In the study, we sucessfully develop – using readily and freely available
resources – a system that can 1) extract and store field goal attempt locations, 2)
spatially analyze shooting, and 3) present the results in a meaningful manner. We
show that spatial analysis provides more information and allows for a better
appreciation and characterization of shooting than conventional non-spatial analysis
and find that the system is limited by the ability of the user to completely and
correctly extract the field goal attempts from the videos.
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1. Introduction

Basketball is a spatial sport. This is why it makes sense that the analysis of
basketball should take into account its spatial nature [1]. Countless events and
interactions between the players and the ball take place within the confines of the court
during the course of a basketball game. To give meaning to and understand these events
and interactions, statistics are used. These statistics summarize and represent the things
that happen during a game. They are also commonly employed as a means to measure the
performance or ability of teams and players. The typical statistics used in basketball are
usually just “Counting” stats or “Ratio” stats. Counting stats simply count the number of
times an event occurs during a game. Examples include the number of rebounds, field
goals, assists, steals, or blocks by a player or team. Ratio stats get the percentage of
times that an event is successful over the total number of times that an event takes place.
Examples of these are the shooting percentages of a player or team. To account for the
fact that these statistics are inflated or affected by a player's playing time, “Rate”
statistics are used. These rate statistics normalize the statistics based on the concept of
pace – the number of possessions of a team in a game – or on a per-minute basis. As
much as these statistics improve our understanding of basketball, they still fail to account
for the spatial nature of the game.
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To better understand the dynamics and structure of basketball, the spatial
component absent in conventional statistics must be considered. By considering these
spatial factors, a more comprehensive analysis of basketball becomes possible. In terms
of shooting, accounting for its spatial component means accepting that where a shot is
taken has a significant effect on the result or that spatial analysis can reveal differences
even between players with similar counting, ratio, and rate stats.

1.1 Background of the Study
The spatial analysis of basketball, as with any other spatial studies, needs spatial
information. Currently, the most advanced method of gathering spatial information from
basketball games is STATS, LLC.'s SportsVU Player Tracking System. This system uses
a series of cameras mounted above the court to track the movement of the ball and the
players during the course of a basketball game. Data provided by SportsVU which
includes information such as player location, speed, and ball trajectory is used in the
spatial analysis of basketball [1, 5-8]. However, the only basketball league currently
employing the SportsVU system is the NBA. Others have yet to follow.
An alternative source of spatial information are shot charts. However, these shot
charts can only be used to analyse shooting as they are only able to provide information
such as the location of the shot, the player who took the shot, and if the shot was made.
Other kinds of information like if the shot was assissted or if the player taking the shot
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was defended cannot be gleaned from simple shot charts. Because of this, shot charts are
usually supplemented by other sources of information such as play-by-play data or
videotaped games.
Another alternative source of spatial information are broadcast basketball videos.
Unlike shot charts, these videos are rich in visual, spectral, audio, and other details
necessary to provide a complete technical narration of the game. In order to extract
meaningful spatial information from these videos, it must first be realized that spatial data
directly obtained from raw videos inherently bear significant errors arising from the fact
that coordinates on a video frame do not readily coincide with their real-world
counterparts. As such, this disparity must first be corrected before they can be used for
analysis. This can be done by solving for the transformation parameters between the
image/video coordinates and the actual coordinates based on the known dimensions of
the court [5].
Since its introduction to our shores by American colonizers, basketball has
undisputedly become the most popular sport in the country [2] bringing fans from
different age groups and walks of life together. It continues to be the Philippines' most
played and most popular sport – constantly considered as the main event in interschool
tournaments and the subject of different leagues, both amateur and professional, in the
country. Indeed, basketball occupies a significant place in the history and culture of the
Filipino people. Attesting to the passion that Filipinos have for basketball is the fact that
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the Philippine Basketball Association (PBA) is the second oldest professional basketball
league in the whole world, next to the USA’s National Basketball Association (NBA), and
the first such league in Asia [3]. Event centers, such as SMART Araneta Coliseum and
the Mall of Asia (MOA) Arena, get filled with avid fans and supporters when they host
basketball games. Just recently, the Philippine National Team (GILAS Pilipinas) qualified
for the International Basketball Federation (FIBA) World Cup to be held in Spain after a
long wait of forty (40) years [4].
With the overwhelming support and frenzy of Filipinos towards basketball, the
sport has evolved from being a recreational game into a business enterprise. There is a
large amount of money involved in the game coming in the form of salaries,
advertisements, ticket sales, training facilities, etc. Aside from this, there is a huge sense
of pride and competitive spirit attached to the game. There is a special place in the hearts
of Filipinos for basketball champions and legends. As such, players, teams, and fans alike
all want to win championships or be associated with champions. Teams go to great
lengths to ensure that they build a championship-calibre team. Towards this end,
basketball analysis is an irreplaceable tool. It allows teams, coaches, and team owners to
properly value players, find players who fit into their system, or find ways to gain an
advantage over their opponents. For players, an accurate analysis of their ability and
performance allows them to find and remedy their weaknesses and make themselves
more serviceable and appealing to teams seeking to employ them. Accurate basketball
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analysis makes for fairer contract negotiations between team owners and players simply
by allowing both parties to know what they want from each other and what they bring to
the table.
Unfortunately, the means by which basketball is handled in the country, both as a
business and a sport, are still very traditional. Gathering spatial information or using
spatial analysis is usually not considered in the local basketball scene. Coaches, players,
analysts, and team owners still rely on the same methods of data gathering and analysis in
use for the past twenty-five (25) years. Box scores are relied upon as the main source of
basketball information and though box scores are good game summarization tools, they
are inadequate to supply any spatial context regarding the events that they record.
With this in mind, we introduce and promote a spatial approach to the analysis of
basketball to raise the country's level of understanding in line with the current studies
being elsewhere in the world.

1.2 Significance of the Study
Spatial analysis of basketball is geared towards enriching our understanding of the
sport. This kind of analysis takes into account the spatial nature of basketball and allows
for new and novel ways to visualize and analyze basketball events. It has been used to
study different aspects of the game such as shooting [1,9,10], defense [5], and rebounding
[7,8]. It has shown that it is capable of confirming or challenging conventional wisdom
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by providing new perspectives and answers to age-old questions, such as who the best
shooter is, who the best defender is, or where rebounds go.
This research is envisioned to address the lag of Philippine basketball in terms of
studying the spatial aspect of the sport. By pioneering an innovative spatial approach to
game analysis, this research is expected to advance the level of understanding of Filipinos
about basketball and reveal relevant information that are otherwise concealed by
conventional non-spatial statistics – game patterns and trends, player’s behavior on the
court, team dynamics, etc. At the same time, by introducing a way to extract spatial
information from broadcast basketball videos, the study is expected to address the lack of
basketball-related spatial information available in the country.
To achieve its purpose, this study introduces a system designed to extract, store,
and analyze basketball-related spatial information and focuses the use of the system on
the analysis of shooting. The system will use broadcast basketball videso as the main
source of field goal attempt locations. This function can be extended to extract spatial
information about other basketball events. The system and database created from this
study can also be used by others as a starting point for their own analysis. This research
will provide, by using spatial analysis, an alternative way to visualize and analyze
shooting ability and performance. For coaches and players, it will allow for new ways to
measure ability, assess performance, create strategies, or find and exploit weaknesses and
strengths. For those on the business side of the sport, this gives them new information
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that will help in decision-making, finding market inefficiencies, and provide an advantage
over those who do not have the same information. And for the general public, it creates a
whole new excitement and thrill to the Philippine basketball scene, as this analysis will
surely drive basketball teams to step up their game to a higher level.
In the final analysis, this research would like to address the lack of
basketball-related spatial information available in the country and the lack of use of
spatial analysis in the country's basketball scene. Hopefully, the results of this research
will open the doors for future endeavors into the use of spatial analysis not just in
basketball but in sports in general.

1.3 Goals and Objectives
The goal of the study is to create a system that provides and analyzes
basketball-related spatial information and show how such a system can be used in the
analysis of basketball in the country.
To meet its goals, the following objectives of the study are identified:
1. To develop a system that extracts field goal attempt locations from broadcast
basketball videos, stores the extracted locations in a database, performs spatial
analysis of shooting, and presents the results of the analysis.
2. To show that spatial analysis provides a better option than the conventional
non-spatial analysis employed in the country today
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1.4 Scope and Limitations
The research will focus on the spatial analysis of shooting. As such, only the
location of field goal attempts (FGAs) will be extracted. The extraction of locations of
other basketball events, such as turnovers, rebounds, etc., will not be part of this research.
Extraction will be done through manual selection of control points. Automatic extraction
of field goal attempt locations is not considered in the research.
Online videos publicly available at http://www.youtube.com of the games of two
UAAP teams (the UP Fighting Maroons and DLSU Green Archers) during 2 nd Round
Elimination UAAP Season 76 will be used to test the application of the system to the
spatial analysis of shooting.
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2. Review of Related Literature

Two bodies of knowledge are identified as being relevant to the study. The first is
concerned with the extraction of spatial information from broadcast basketball videos and
the second deals with the use of spatial analysis in basketball.
In terms gathering basketball-related spatial information, the most common
method is the use of a camera or a series of cameras to capture a video of the game and
then employing algorithms to extract the needed spatial information from the videos.
These algorithms take advantage of photogrammetric concepts such as camera calibration
and coordinate transformation. In fact, STATS LLC's SportsVU Player Tracking System
– the most advanced means of gathering spatial information from a basketball game – is
built upon the same idea. It uses six (6) cameras above the basketball court and applies
complex algorithms extract the needed spatial information. However, since not all
basketball leagues have access to the system, an alternative is to use broadcast basketball
videos to extract spatial information.
The extraction of spatial information from broadcast sports videos has been the
subject of several researches in the field of computer vision. These researches have
yeilded results applicable to the problem at hand – the extraction of field goal attempt
locations from broadcast basketball videos. The particular areas of interest reviewed here
are: camera calibration, court detection, the computation and selection of tranformation
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parameters, and the accuracy assessment of the computed transformation parameters.
Meanwhile, the advent of advanced and easy-to-use Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) have extended the use of GIS and of Spatial and Visual Analysis beyond
their usual fields of study as they have found their way into the realm of sports analysis.
Techniques in spatial and visual analysis that were historically used to visualize and
analyze the interactions between humans, the environment, and the space they occupy are
now being used to study the minutiae of in-game interactions in sports and how spatial
concepts such as position and distance affect their results. In relation to basketball, the
important topic reviewed here is the use of spatial analysis to visualize and analyze
basketball events such as shooting, defense, and rebounding.

2.1 Camera Calibration and Coordinate Transformation of Broadcast
Basketball Videos
Camera calibration entails the estimation of Intrinsic Camera Parameters or
Internal Orientation Parameters (IOP) which include the focal length f, coordinates of the
principal point (u0, v0), scale factor s0, and lens distortion coefficients used in the mapping
between the image coordinate system and the camera coordinate system ([12], [13]). It is
one of the most important steps in photogrammetry and computer vision applications.
Several methodologies are available in order to solve for the intrinsic parameters of a
camera. These include the use of control points based on the collinearity condition, the
use of lines on the images [12], the use of complex camera models [13], and the addition
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of lens distortion models [14]. There are also applications specifically designed to
compute for camera calibration parameters. Complex and robust computations for
internal orientation parameters are needed specially for high-accuracy and high-precision
applications such as 3D reconstruction.
Since sub-centimeter or millimeter accuracy was not a requirement for the
transformations done in the present study, we did away with computing the intrinsic
camera parameters and went directly to solving the transformation parameters between
coordinates in the image on the video and their actual real-world coordinates.
Farin et al. [11] proposes a robust camera calibration algorithm that can be used in
different broadcast videos of court sports. This algorithm is extended and refined in [15],
[16], and [17] so that it becomes more suitable for broadcast basketball videos. Even with
the additions to the algorithm in [15], [16], and [17], the flow remains the same
consisting of a court detection scheme, the computation and selection of transformation
parameters, and the assessment of the computed transformation parameters.

2.1.1 Court Detection
Court detection is probably the most important step in camera calibration. Since
the dimensions of the court is known, the coordinates of the lines and markings on the
court in both the image and court coordinate system also become known. These lines and
markings serve as correspondences necessary for the computation of the transformation
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parameters between the two coordinate systems. Thus, an accurate detection of the court
results in an accurate computation of the transformation parameters.
Farin et al. [11] uses lines to create correspondences between the actual court and
the image. It detects court line candidates by applying a Hough transform on white pixels
detected on the image. The white pixels are first subjected to line constraints in order to
limit the amount detected and avoid selecting unwanted pixels. The resulting court line
candidates are further refined by treating lines that are close together as a single line.
Farin's algorithm shows robustness even when there are occlusion of lines or when court
lines lie beyond the image. However, in his research, Farin uses his algorithm mostly on
soccer and tennis matches.
Hu et al. [15] improves upon [11] by adding a pre-processing step prior to actual
court detection. The study employs a time-change and dominant color algorithm to
automatically select relevant parts of the video by analyzing the changes in the histogram
per frame. Video clips that are shorter than a certain threshold are excluded and the
remaining frames are classified on the basis of dominant color ratio. Hu et al. also
introduces the use of masks to eliminate noise in the image. A playing field mask is
obtained by extracting the largest connected component of dominant color pixels and is
used to detect the top court boundary by using a line estimation procedure based on
RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus). The detection of the top court boundary helps
improve player extraction while its slope is used to determine the court side and restrict
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the sampling area in the RANSAC-based court-line estimation process. Like [11], [15]
also uses lines for correspondences. Court line candidates are selected by using a
RANSAC-based line detector on white pixels detected on a player-excluded playing field
mask. Hu et al. reduces the number of iterations of the court detection scheme by
hypothesizing each line using two points in the orientation of the top boundaries.
Quadrangle candidates for the free-throw lane are generated by calculating the
intersections in the image (see Fig. 1) [15]. The corners of the quadrangle candidates aFre
used to solve for the homography transformation matrix.

Figure 1 – Detected free-throw lane intersections in Hu
(TB1 = Top Boundary 1, TB2 = Top Boundary 2)

In [17] a Canny-edge detection algorithm is used for court boundary detection
instead of a RANSAC-based approach (see Fig. 2) [17]. The horizontal line with the
largest number of white pixels is determined to represent the horizontal boundary of the
court and the maximum vertical line from the lower edge of the image to the horizontal
boundary is also established. The court area is determined by the two lines and their
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intersection point. The court detection based on Canny-edge algorithm is extended to
select the lines that define the paint. The two longer bounds of the paint are detected
based on the fact that they are nearly parallel with the horizontal boundary of the court
while the vertical bound of the paint (free throw line) is nearly parallel with vertical
bound of the court (see Fig. 3) [17].

Figure 2 – Canny-edge detection of court boundaries

Figure 3 – Court detection using court and paint boundaries
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Lastly, in [16], a Hough transform is used on detected white pixels in the image to
construct an accumulator matrix. The longest horizontal and vertical lines in the
accumulator are selected to represent the sideline and baseline and represent the court
boundaries. White pixels outside the court boundaries are discarded and using the
remaining white pixels, court line candidates are selected (see Fig. 4) [16].

Figure 4 – Court detection in Fu.: (a) Original Frame. (b) Detected white pixels. (c) Longest horizontal
and vertical lines. (d) Court region. (e) White pixels within court region. (f) Detected Court
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Current court detection algorithms are automatic and work under the assumption
that the court lines and markings are of a single color (white). They fail to consider the
fact that not all basketball courts use white or a single color for its lines and markings. As
such, these algorithms become unsuitable for videos where the court is not white or a
single color. Meanwhile, the use of a dominant color mask to aid court detection in [15]
fails to consider instances when the court is not the dominant color during the game. An
example of this scenario is when the audience is color-coordinated – think Ateneo VS La
Salle in the UAAP where all the audience are wearing either blue or green.
In this study, the use of automated court detection is forgoed in favor of manual
selection of control points from the videos. The manual selection of control points,
though more time consuming than automated court detection, ensures that the system can
be used for different courts in different scenarios. Also, for the purposes of this study,
automatic court detection would also entail automatic detection of field goal attempts
which is beyond the its current scope.

2.1.2 Coordinate Transformation
Farin describes the relationship between the world and the image coordinate
systems as a plane-to-plane mapping or homography H that simplifies the mapping
between the real-world court coordinates p (x, y, w)T and image court coordinates p' (x',
y', w')T into an eight-parameter perspective transformation p' = Hp (1) [11].
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In [15] the pinhole camera model is used where a point p' (x', y', w')T in image
coordinates and a point p (x, y, z, 1)T in real world coordinates have the relationship: p' =
K [R|T] p (3) [15].
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K is a 3 x 3 matrix containing five camera intrinsic parameters, R and T are the
rotation matrix and translation vector respectively. Assuming that the court model is on
the plane z = 0, the relationship can be rewritten as (4) [15].
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This is similar to [11] where H is a is a 3 x 3 homography transformation matrix
containing eight independent parameters.
The detected court lines and intersections in [15], [17], [16] are used to solve for
the homography matrix H.
This study defines the relationship between the image and real world court
coordinates as that of a 2D Projective Coordinate Transformation since the mapping is
between two planar coordinate systems, one of which is at an oblique angle from the
other. Point correspondences – manually selected control points on the image – and least
squares are used to solve for the transformation parameters.

2.1.3 Accuracy Assessment of Computed Transformation Parameters
In [11], [15], [16], [17], the detected court lines, boundaries, and points are used
to compute the transformation parameters by solving for H in the coordinate mapping p'
= Hp. In these studies model fitting is employed to select the best court line candidates
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and their corresponding transformation parameters because of the large amount of court
lines candidates present in a single image.
Farin [11] uses a RANSAC-based combinatorical approach to select the best
transformation parameters. Each court line candidate is assigned to a line in the court
model and the corresponding transformation parameters for the assignemnt is computed.
The court model is back-projected onto the image using the computed parameters and is
evaluated based on the match between the input image and the model by counting the
number of court line pixels in the image that are covered by the back-projected model.
Farin iterates over all subsets of model lines and line candidates and the camera
parameters that provide the best match is chosen as the correct answer.
Hu's model fitting step calculates the homography matrix H using the quadrangle
candidates of the paint area. He obtains the correct homography matrix for current frame
by selecting the one with highest fitting score. Hu argues that Farin's model fitting
evaluation is not appropriate for broadcast basketball videos since Farin's method works
under the assumptions that almost all the court lines appear on the image and that there
are few noisy dominant lines in the image. Hu argues that these assumptions fail when
using broadcast basketball videos and proposes a more robust court model fitting
algorithm for broadcast basketball videos by modifying the definition of model fitting
score. Hu's model fitting score is composed of three criteria: 1) the correspondence of
court lines between the image and court model, 2) the correspondence of the playing-field
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area between the image model and the court, and 3) the geometric characteristics of the
court. In criteria 1 and 2, the pixels of the court lines and those on the playing field area
are back-projected onto the input image and analyzed if they are transformed correctly.
Points are assigned to the transformation parameters for each line pixel that is
back-transformed near or on white pixels and for each playing-field pixel that is
back-transformed on a dominant-color pixel. Criterion 3 is based on the fact that the court
is a rectangle and, therefore, its sides must have similar slopes even after being
transformed. The final fitting score is the weighted sum of the three criteria with weights
of 0.8, 0.1, and 0.1 respectively [15].
The present study uses manual selection of control points and not automatic court
detection. This removes the need to perform model fitting since only one set of
parameters is computed for each set of control points. The accuracy of the
transformations is assessed by computing for the RMSE (root-mean-square error) of the
transformation and by back-projecting the actual court and the transformed position of
the field goal attempt onto the video frame for visual validation.

2.2 Spatial Analysis in Basketball
The emergence of tracking technology in basketball brought with it an increase in
the amount of basketball-related spatial information and the application of spatial
analysis in basketball. Simple basketball events such as shooting, defense, and
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rebounding have been analyzed and deconstructed using spatial analysis with
eye-opening results [1, 5-8]. In [5] the defensive ability of a player is assessed by means
of a metric based on how much that player (A) affects another player's (B) shooting when
A is a certain distance from B. In Corvene et al. [6] player-tracking data is used to assign
a point value to each moment of a possession thus allowing for the evaluation of every
decision made during a basketball game. The hidden aspects of rebounds and rebounding
in the NBA is studied in Maheshwaran et al. [7] whose results show the distribution of
rebounds and potential rebound locations, the effects of shot location to where rebounds
fall, and the lack of directional bias in rebounds. In another study, Maheshwaran et al. [8]
deconstructs the rebound into three dimensions: Positioning, Hustle and Conversion with
each capturing a different skill that contributes to overall rebounding performance and
allows for the analysis of rebounding in a manner that is more reflective of what is going
on in the game.

2.2.1 Spatial Analysis of Shooting
One of the most exciting uses of spatial analysis in basketball is its application in
the analysis of shooting. This is because: 1) it doesn't take a spatial scientist to come to
the conclusion that location or distance from basket affects the accuracy of field goal
attempts but a spatial scientist will be able to quantify and qualify the effects of location
or distance from basket on field goal attempts; and 2) despite the adage that defense wins
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championships, basketball is still built upon the fact that the team which scores the most
points wins. A person who knows the areas on the court where a player or team can score
most effectively or a person who knows the opponent's shooting tendencies and abilities
has an advantage over someone who doesn't.
In basketball, statistics are used not just as counting tools but as analysis tools as
well. In terms of shooting, the most common statistics used in the country is Field Goal
Percentage (FG%) which is simply the percentage of field goals made over field goals
attempted. More advanced shooting metrics, though hardly ever used, include the
Effective Field Goal Percentage (eFG%) which accounts for the fact that a 3-point field
goal is worth 1.5x more than a 2-point field goal while and True Shooting Percentage (TS
%) which takes into account free-throws as well as field goal attempts.
According to Goldsberry [1] and Piette [9], conventional non-spatial statistics
such as FG%, eFG%, and TS% fail to take into account the spatial nature inherent in the
act of shooting. Goldsberry's study poses the question of who the best shooter in the NBA
is. Conventional statistics leads us to believe that the best shooters are the players with
the highest FG%. However, most of the time, this is not the case. Players who lead the
league in FG% are usually centers whose majority of shots are taken close to the basket
and are hardly ever considered as great shooters. To answer his question, Goldsberry
aludes to the fact that great shooters possess the ability to shoot from many locations on
the court – a characteristic commonly referred to as “shooting range”. He employs spatial
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analysis to quantify “shooting range” and visual analytics to reveal the unique shooting
tendencies of players.
In [1], it was found that almost all FGA are taken within a 1,284 ft 2 area in
between the baseline and a relatively thin buffer around the 3-point arc (see Fig. 5) [1].
Goldsberry calls this the “scoring area” and divides it into 1284 individual cells.

Figure 5 – Mapping of field goal attempts in the “scoring area”.
(Right) Tendencies (larger cells = more attempts) and points per attempt (blue to red)

Goldsberry [1] develops two new metrics to describe the spatial aspect of a
player's shooting performance. The first and most basic is “Spread” – a count of the
unique shooting cells in which a player has attempted at least one field goal. Spread
summarizes the spatial diversity of a player’s shooting attempts while “Spread%”
indicates the percentage of the scoring area in which a player has attempted at least one
field goal. It is generated by dividing Spread by 1284 (the total number of shooting cells).
Spread= ∑ FGA ij
ij∈ SA

FGAij

=

1, if at least one FGA in cell ij; 0, if not

SA

=

Scoring area consisting of 1284 cells

(5)
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Spread and Spread% values describe a player's shooting territory. Visualizations
of Spread show his shooting tendencies. (see Fig. 6)[1].

Figure 6 – Sample Visualizations of Spread. (Left) Al Jefferson [C], (Right) Ray Allen [SG]

However, a great shooter does not only take shots from a variety of spots on the
floor but is also a threat or potent from these spots. To describe the spatial potency of a
player, Goldsberry introduces the “Range” metric. Range is the count of the total number
of shooting cells where a player scores at least 1 point per attempt (1 PPA) and accounts
for spatial influences on shooting abilty. The abritrarily chosen 1 PPA threshold means
that a shooter should be able to at least average 1 point per attempt at a spot on the floor
in order for him to be considered a good shooter at that spot. Points per attempt is chosen
over FG% since it inherently accounts for the difference between 2-point and 3-point
field goal attempts. Dividing Range by 1284 results in “Range%” which is a percentage
of the scoring area where a player is considered to shoot well.
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Range= ∑ PPA ij

(6)

ij∈ SA

PPAij

=

1, if points per attempt is >= 1 in cell ij; 0, if not

SA

=

Scoring area consisting of 1284 cells

Visualizations of Range show the shooting tendencies (by the size of the cell)
together with ability and performance (by the color of the cell) (see Fig. 7)[1].

Figure 7 – Sample Visualizations of Range. (Upper L) Steve Nash [PG], (Upper R) Ray Allen [SG],
(Lower L) Dirk Nowitzki [PF], (Lower R) Kobe Bryant [SG]

Piette, et al. [9] introduces two other metrics for the evaluation of the offensive
ability of NBA players. These are SCAB or Scoring Ability Above Baseline Player and
SHTAB or Shooting Ability. SCAB is a measure of the number of points a player will
score, on average, above/below a baseline performance per game while SHTAB is a
measure of the number of points he will score, on average, per field goal attempt
above/below a baseline performance. A player with better SCAB is a better scorer on a
per-minute basis while a player with better SHTAB is a better shooter on a per-shot basis.
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Like[1], Piette et al. agrees that FG% is not an unbiased estimator of a player's
shooting abilty. Players who take a majority of their shots close to the basket usually have
high FG% as compared to those who take shots from all over the court even though the
latter are considered better shooters. Piette gives Shaquille O'Neal and Steve Nash as
examples of this bias. Shaq has a career FG% of 58.1% while Nash has a career FG% of
48.5% but Shaq is not considered a better shooter than Nash. For [9], part of the problem
with FG% is that it is unable to account for the different shooting patterns of players at
varying distances from the basket. To remedy this, he introduces SCAB and SHTAB to
(1) remove the potential bias, (2) capture a player’s total offensive ability, and (3) still
have an intuitive interpretation.
SCAB and SHTAB are calculated as follows:
For SCAB:
S d =1,2,... , D :set of distances where a player attempts shots
nf ij : number of field goal attempts by player i at distance j
totalf i :total number of field goal attempts by player i
s ij : success percentage of player i at distance j
s j : success percentage of baseline player at distance j
prob j : probability of baseline player shooting at distance j
p j :value of field goal at distance j
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The value of SCAB for a field goal is:
D

SCAB FG (i)=∑ p j (nf ij×s ij −totalf i× prob j×s j )

(7)

j=1

For dunks, lay-ups, and free-throws:
(8)

SCAB (D , LU ,FT ) (i)=( di −d)×nd i×2

where di is the success percentage of the player i; d is the success percentage of
the baseline player; and ndi is the number of attempts by player i.
The SCAB value for a player i then becomes:
SCAB (i)=[SCAB FG (i)+ SCAB D (i)+ SCAB LU (i)+ SCAB FT (i)]×(
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) (9)
minutes played

For SHTAB:
PV (i, j): Points Value of player i at distance j=(s ij −s j)×nf ij ×p j

(10)

D

∑ PV (i , j)

SHTAB (i)= j=1

D

(11)

∑ nf ij
j=1

Dunks, lay-ups, and free-throws are excluded in SHTAB.
Shot charts available from game recaps on sports websites are used in [9] to
extract the field goal attempt locations. A shot chart displays a player’s or team’s field
goal attempts and makes over an image of a basketball court. They are simple plots of the
location and result of each shot taken during a game. The distance of each field goal
attempt is computed from these shot charts.
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Unlike[1], [9] only accounts for distance of the player from the basket instead of
the 2D position of the player on the court. However, Piette introduces the concept of a
baseline player as a basis for comparison. The baseline player is a hypothetical player
who – for every field goal attempt, for every shot type, and for every distance from the
basket – shoots at the league average success percentage of his player type. The concept
of the baseline player is important as it allows for comparisons between players to be
done regardless of their positions or clusters since the values for SCAB and SHTAB are
somewhat normalized based on a position or a cluster's baseline player. Piette introduces
two ways to establish the baseline player – first is by position and second by shot profile.
In the first case, player types are divided based on the position they play – PG, SG, SF,
PF, or C. The baseline player for a specific position is established by league average of all
players playing the same position. In the second case, player types are defined based on
the similarities between the number of attempts at a certain distance under the assumption
that similar players take similar shots. Piette uses a k-means clustering algorithm over the
shot attempt curves, or shot distributions, of players to divide the players into 5 clusters.
The baseline player is established as the center of each cluster. Lastly, smooting and
shrinkage algorithms for the two metrics is used by Piette to improve their accuracy and
reduce biases and abnormalities introduced by small sample sizes.
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Another study which uses shot charts is that of Reich et al. [10]. Here, the
shooting tendencies and ability of a player, namely Sam Cassel of the 2003-2004
Minnesotta Timberwolves, is analyzed and modelled using his shot chart data. Unlike
Goldberry's study, Reich looks into the effect of other variables on Cassel's shooting.
These include: 1) the presence or absence of certain players, 2) whether the game was
played at home or away, 3) if the Timberwolves had less than 2 days of rest, 4) whether it
was in the second half of the game, 5) whether the team were losing, 6) whether the
opposing team averages more than 4.8 blocks per game, 7) or allows a FG% < 44%, 8)
whether Cassell missed his previous field goal attempt, and 9) if the Timberwolves have
attempted more than 80 field goal attempts in the game.
Reich analyzes the shooting frequency, shooting location, and shooting success of
Sam Cassell for different values of the different variables. A polar coordinate system is
used in [10] to visualize shot locations unlike the Cartesian coordinate system used in [1].
Reich's polar coordinates include the distance from the basket in feet, and the angle from
the line connecting the two baskets. The court was divided into an 11 × 11 grid based on
distance and angle to make the anaylysis computationally feasible while still capturing
the complexity of the shot chart data (see Fig. 8) [10]. The entire semicircle within two
feet of the basket is considered a separate area because of the kinds of shots that are
usually taken there (in transition or after offensive rebounds).
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Figure 8 – Reich 11x11 court grid

The research shows that different variables have different effects on the shooting
tendencies and success of Sam Cassell from different spots on the court. The findings of
the study show: 1) that the absence of Garnett and Sprewell does not significantly alter
Cassell's shooting tendencies but he shoots a lower percentage when both players are out;
2) that against good shot-blocking teams, Cassell takes fewer lay-ups and more shots
from 2–15 feet; 3) that in the second half he takes fewer shots overall and a higher
percentage of jumpshots; 4); that the other variables have no significant effect on
Cassell's shooting, and 5) that Cassell shoots somewhat better from the left side of the
court, and especially so when Garnett is in the game. As an extension, Reich suggests 1)
the simultaneous analysis of frequency, location, and success, 2) the addition of temporal
correlation with spatial correlation, and 3) a multivariate approach to the analysis.
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Unlike in the studies mentioned above, this study uses broadcast basketball videos
supplemented by play-by-play data and boxscores available online as its main source of
spatial information. The spatial analysis consists of analyzing shooting abilities and
tendencies based on the two-dimensional location on the court, on the distance from the
basket, and on other non-spatial variables. In the study, one shooting cell is defined as a
1m x 1m cell and the “shooting area” of the court is represented by a 10m (height) x
15m(width) grid starting at the top-left corner of the court resulting in 150 unique
shooting cells.
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3. Methodology

Technologies and sources of data available to the study were kept in mind in the
development of a system that could extract and spatially analyze field goal attempts.
Broadcast basketball videos were selected as the source of spatial information in
the study because they were readily and publicly available via the internet (youtube.com,
uaapsports.studio23.tv). Aside from the publicly available videos, broadcast basketball
videos of high quality are available, for a fee, from broadcasting studios. In an interview
with one of the country's studios that handle a basketball league, we found out that videos
of games are given to the teams in the league. Sadly, upon checking with the different
teams of the league, we were unable to procure said videos. As such, the study limited
itself with using lower quality videos publicly available through the internet. Videos were
chosen over shot charts because the former provides more information and the latter is
not readily available online unlike in the studies of [Piette] and [Reich]. Play-by-play data
and boxscores that were also available online (www.philstar.com, uaapsports.studio23.tv,
www.gmanetwork.com, www.pba-online.net) were used to supplement the videos and
help ensure that the information extracted from the videos were correct (e.g. the name of
the player taking the shot, if the shot was made or missed, the time when the shot was
taken, among others).
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In terms of the extraction and analysis of the spatial information from the videos,
the first option of the study was to use existing GIS. However, we found several problems
with this option. The first was video support. Of the several GIS available for use in the
study (ArcGIS, QGIS, DivaGIS), the ability to extract georefernced information from
videos was only evident in ArcGIS. This was not even a built-in feature but came in the
form of a plug-in. The second problem was the kind of spatial analysis that we wanted to
do. We were unable to find suitable built-in spatial analysis tools in either ArcGIS or
QGIS that could do this (i.e. divide the court into areas/cells, perform analysis on each
area/cell, and present the results using statistics and maps). A remedy was to create our
own plug-ins that could perform the analysis that we wanted. The last problem was
portability and extensibility. The study wanted to develop a system that could be used and
extended by other people. At the same time, it did not want to limit the use of the system
only to those who are knowledgable in GIS and spatial analysis. The primary targets were
those in the field of basketball and sports in general – fans, players, coaches, analysts, etc.
If we used ArcGIS for the extraction of information from the videos, we would put a
burden on our intended users to have ArcGIS, not to mention the price of its license. In
the end, it was decided to build the system from scratch that is portable, easy-to-use, and
is able to meet the requirements of the study. Python was the language of choice because
it is the scripting language used in both ArcGIS and QGIS and would make importing the
functions of the system into a script for both GIS easier.
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3.1 The CourtVisionPH System
The CourtVisionPH system (CourtVisionPH) was designed to extract, store, and
analyze basketball-related spatial information. In our study, we limited its use to field
goal attempts. The system took its name from Dr. Kirk Goldsberry's study which used
spatial analysis to answer the question of who the best shooter in the NBA was.

3.1.1 Overview
CourtVisionPH was implemented using Python. It's graphical user interface (GUI)
and database management system (DBMS) were handled by built-in Python modules
Tkinter and SQLite, respectively. It was tested on both Linux and Windows machines
with the following dependencies:
•

Python 2.7

•

Numpy >= 1.8

•

Scipy >= 0.13

•

Pillow >= 2.3

•

OpenCV >= 2.4.8

Three (3) primary functions (or functionalities) of CourtVisionPH were identified
in order to meet the objectives of the study. These were: Data Management, Extraction of
Field Goal Attempt Locations, and Spatial Analysis of Shooting.
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Eight (8) modules were created to handle the system's features and the tasks of its
primary function: a database module (DB), video module (VID), transform module
(TRANSFORM), stats module (STATS), maps module (MAPS), two (2) gui modules
(GUI and EASYGUI), and a utility module (UTILS).
DB was in charge of handling database connections and functions. VID took care
of video processing while TRANSFORM managed the coordinate transformations.
STATS was tasked with the computation of statistics while MAPS generated the
visualization of these statistics. GUI and EASYGUI (an edited version of the Python
module easygui) facilitated the interaction between the system and the user. UTILS kept
the other modules in order and working together.
The distribution of the modules between the three primary functions of the system
is given in Table 1 below.
PRIMARY SYSTEM FUNCTION
MODULE

DATA
MANAGEMENT

EXTRACTION
OF FGA LOCATION

SPATIAL ANALYSIS
OF SHOOTING

DB

✓

✓

✓

VID

✓

TRANSFORM

✓

STATS

✓

MAPS

✓

GUI

✓

✓

✓

EASYGUI

✓

✓

✓

UTILS

✓

✓

✓

Table 1: The Modules and System Functions of CourtVisionPH
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3.1.2 Features
CourtVisionPH has several features that help in the performance of its primary
functions. These features include:
1. A database that stores spatial and non-spatial basketball information.
2. An intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) that facilitates the interaction
between the system and the user, including:
a. a user interface for editing and displaying the contents of the database,
b. a user interface for extracting field goal attempt locations from videos,
c. a user interface for displaying the statistics computed using spatial
analysis and the maps generated from these statistics, and
d. a user interface for sorting the computed statistics.
3. Saving the generated maps as images.
4. Allowing simultaneous instances of the analysis and sort user interfaces
for easier comparison of results.
5. HELPME and README files about the system's functions and features.

The system currently lacks:
1. Audio support for playing the audio of videos.
2. Video support for other video formats (e.g. .wmv .mkv)
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3.1.3 Functions
Three (3) independent but interconnected functionalities were created for
CourtVisionPH. Each could perform its task independently of the others but at the same
time a certain level of abstraction was created in order for each functionality to have the
capacity to make use of what the others did without necessarily knowing how they did it.
This was done to ensure the credibility and stability of the system so that the
functionalities could be changed individually without introducing drastic changes to the
other functionalities.

3.1.3.1 Data Management
The data management function of CourtVisionPH was tasked with storing and
managing the spatial and non-spatial data introduced into the system. It also had the
responsibility of ensuring that the data was consistent.
For data storage, a database consisting of seven (7) Tables was created. The
Leagues, Seasons, Teams, Players, and Games tables stored information such as the
names of teams, the names and positions of players, the results of games, etc. The CP
table kept a list of the control points used by the system for coodinate transformation
while the FGA table stored field goal attempts together with information such as the
player who took the attempt, where and when the shot was taken, the distance from the
basket, etc.
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An entity-relationship (ER) diagram of the database is shown below (see Fig. 9).

Figure 9. ER Diagram of the database in CourtVisionPH

Aside from data storage, another task in data management was checking and
ensuring the consistency of the data in the system. To do this, whenever the user
connected to the database – whether for editing or querying purposes – consistency
checks (see Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12) were performed.
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Figure 10. Database Consistency Check
(Addition)

Figure 11. Database Consistency Check
(Deletion)

Figure 12. Database Consistency Check (Query)
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The consistency check during data addition ensured that the user could not create
identical instances of an entity in the database. For example, having two leagues with the
same name was not allowed; having multiple instances of the same team during a single
season or having multiple instances of the same player on a single team were also not
allowed. Aside from this, the consistency check also ensured that the user could not add
data with non-existent dependencies (see Table 2).
ENTITY

DEPENDENCIES

League

NONE

Season

League

Team

Season

Player

Team

Games

Team

CP

NONE

FGA

Player
Table 2. Entity Dependencies in the CourtVisionPH database

In the database, a season was dependent on the existence of a league, a team on
the existence of a season, a player on the existence of a team, etc. The consistency check
made certain a season could not be added to a non-existent league, a team to a
non-existent season, a player to a non-existent team, etc.
On the other hand, the data deletion consistency check made sure that the data
requested for deletion was, in fact, in the database while the query consistency check
ensured that the query on the database was valid (i.e. the query returns a value which is
not NULL).
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Editing the database is done through the Edit Database (see Fig.13) user interface.
The same

interface can also show the contents of the database to ensure that the

information being entered are actually stored in the database.
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Figure 13. Edit Database User Interface

3.1.3.2 Extraction of Field Goal Attempt Locations
The Extraction functionality (see Fig. 14) was responsible for one of the most
crucial steps in the system – the extraction of field goal attempt locations from broadcast
basketball videos and their storage into the database. These extracted locations were the
basis for the spatial analysis done by the system. Because of this, the user had to be extra
careful in capturing of shooting frames, providing game and player information, and
handpicking control points as any mistake arising from the user’s negligence or inability
to correctly perform the above functions was sure to affect the outcome of spatial
analysis.
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Figure 14. Flowchart of the Extraction Function

The extraction of field goal attempt locations from a video starts with the
selection of the database where the extracted locations will be stored and the video whose
field goal locations will be extracted. At this point, two windows (see Fig. 15) will appear
– the “Video” window where the video plays and the “Image” window where the
extraction takes place. On order to proceed, the user must first provide the game
information for the video in order for the system to determine which game in the database
the video belongs to. Information required by the system is shown below (see Fig. 16)
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Figure 15 – The “Video” and “Image” windows

Figure 16- Information required by the Edit Game Info window

A frame where a field goal attempt occures is selected by pausing the video using
the “SPACE” bar. This copies the selected frame onto the “Image” window. The “P” key
pauses or unpauses the video without changing the “Image” window. The on-court
position on the image of the player who took the shot is defined as the midpoint between
his feet when the shot was taken. Precisely at this point, a “CTRL + RIGHT CLICK”
command is executed and the system asks for information about the FGA. A small, blue
“P” symbol appears at the player’s position if the selection is successful (see Fig. 17).
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Figure 17. FGA and Player Information

Control points on the image are selected in order to compute for the
transformation parameters between the image and court coordinate systems. These
control points are defined by the intersection of several court lines on a regulation FIBA
basketball court and are identified by assigning a unique control point ID number (CP ID
#) to each control point. The origin of the court coordinate system was located at its
top-left corner with the x values increasing to the right and the y values increasing
downwards – the same as an image. This orientation was selected for easier image
processing using the transformed control points. However, a usual coordinate system for
the court with origin at its center and the x and y values increasing rightward and upward
respectively can also be used. Only one half of the court was used since the two halves
are just flipped versions of one another. Considering only one half of the court also
enabled for shots taken on opposite court sides to be mapped on a single half, making
analysis easier.
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The following images (see Fig. 18, Fig. 19, Fig. 20) show the distribution of
control points on the court.

Figure 18- Control Points (Left Side of the Court)

Figure 19 - Control Points (Right Side of the Court)

Figure 20. The Court Coordinate System with Control Points.
X increases rightward, Y increases downward.
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The court model is a 1505 (width) x 1410 (height) image whose lines and
markings are in black. It was made to scale with an actual basketball court with a single
pixel on the court model corresponding to 1 cm of distance on an actual court. The court
model was generated using a Python script.
The coordinates of the control points are shown below (see Table 3).
CP ID #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

x
2.5
97.5
512.5
997.5
1412.5
1507.5
512.5
997.5
2.5
1507.5
417.5
1092.5
632.5
877.5
577.5
932.5
577.5
932.5
755.0
57.5
932.5
2.5
1507.5

y
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
582.5
582.5
837.5
837.5
2.5
2.5
125
125
2.5
2.5
582.5
582.5
2.5
402.5
402.5
762.5
762.5

Table 3. Court coordinates of the control points.
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Because of the fact that the camera capturing a basketball game is usually
positioned at an oblique angle from the court – i.e. the resulting image is also at an
oblique angle from the court, an 8-parameter 2D projective coordinate transformation
(12) was selected to represent the relationship between the court coordinates and the
image coordinates.
a x + b y+ c
1
1
1
X=
a x + b y+ 1
3
3
Y=

(12)

a x + b y+ c
2
2
2
a x + b y+ 1
3
3

Control points are selected using the “SHIFT + LEFT CLICK” command (see
Fig. 21). A minimum of five (5) control points is necessary to obtain a least squares
solution for the 8 parameters. As such, the system requires at least five control points
before a transformation can be made.

Figure 21. Selection of Control Points
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The system uses the control points to compute for the transformation parameters.
These transformation parameters are then used to compute for the court coordinates of
the player. The system has two ways in order to check the accuracy of the resulting
transformation. The first is a quantitative assessment of the accuracy by computing for
the RMSE (root-mean-square error) of the transformation. The system displays the
changes in the coordinates in of the control points due to the transformation, the
computed location of the field goal attempt, and the resulting RMSE of the
transformation (see Fig. 22). The user may choose to accept or reject the transformation if
the resulting RMSE is too large. The system also allows for a visual check of the
transformation by back-projecting the court model onto the image (see Fig. 23). The user
may also use the closeness of fit of the back-transformed court on the image court in his
decision to accept or reject the transformation.
The system allows the user to decide whether or not to accept the results of the
transformation and store them in the database according to the user's discretion and
helped by the quantitative and visual checks provided by the user. In this research, we set
the threshold at 54 to 57 centimeters corresponding to the average shoulder width of an
adult Filipino. We did this because even though a field goal attempt could be modeled as
a point on the court, in reality, the player taking the shot takes up an area on the court and
not just a point. The average shoulder width was selected since shooters usually set their
feet shoulder width apart before shooting – as good shooting form dictates. We worked
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under the assumption that players, on average, take up the area covered by their shoulder
width while shooting the basketball and that a point falling within this area can be
considered a good approximation of the location of the player when he took the shot.

Figure 22. Quantitative Check of the
Transformation using RMSE

Figure 23. Visual Check of the Transformation
using Back-transformation

Extracted field goal attempts which are accepted are stored into the database and
the process is repeated until the end of the game is reached.

3.1.3.3 Spatial Analysis of Shooting
The Spatial Analysis functionality performed spatial analysis on the contents of
the database, presented the results of the analysis, and generated visualizations based on
computed statistics.
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Analysis was performed based on a query by the user on which field goal attemts
to include. This meant that the system could analyze a player, a team, a season, or
specific game scenarios (e.g. “CLUTCH” situations) (see Appendix E). Shooting was
analyzed based on several factors such as location on the court, distance from the basket,
and the type of shot taken. The results of the analysis and their visualizations are
presented together with conventional statistics. The system can also sort the players,
teams, or seasons based on their computed statistics (see Fig. 24).

Figure 24. Flowchart of the Analysis Functionality
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The spatial analysis window (see Fig. 25) handles the interaction between the
system and the user during spatial analysis.

Figure 25. Spatial Analysis Window

A query initiates the analysis. A query field is provided and the language used is
Standard Query Language (SQL). Acceptable keywords are the column headers of the
FGA Table such as LEAGUE, SEASON, TEAM, PLAYER, POSITION, DISTANCE,
VS,

POINTS,

MADE,

ASSISTED,

OPEN,

KIND,

QUARTER,

TIME_REMAINING_IN_QUARTER, DEFICIT, etc. Logical operators AND, OR, NOT,
>, and < are also accepted. If the query inputted by the user is valid, the system returns
the queried database entities and performs spatial analysis on them.
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The conventional statisics computed by the system are FGA, FGM, FG%, 2PA,
2PM, 2P%, 3PA, 3PM, 3P%, eFG%, and PPA. Spatial analysis performed by the system
include the computation of Spread% and Range%, analysis based on distance from the
basket, and analysis based on the kind of shot taken (e.g. whether the shot was assisted,
open, a lay-up, etc.) (see Appendix F)
The Spread% and Range% are computed using (5) and (6) but instead of dividing
by 1284, the Spread and Range values are divided by 150 – the number of unique
shooting cells in the study. For the analysis based on distance from the basket all field
goal attempts that were taken within the specified distance are analyzed. Meanwhile, for
the analyis based on the kind of shot, the field goal attempts that correspond to the kind
of shot being considered are used for the analysis. In both cases, statistics such as the
percentage of total shots taken, the shooting percentage, and the points made per attempt
are then computed. (see Appendix F)
The system also generates visualizations for its computed numerical statistics.
These visualizations can be viewed by clicking their corresponding “VIEW” buttons or
saved as images.
The sort window (see Fig. 26) handles the user-system interaction during sorting.
Seasons, Teams, or Players can be sorted according to the different statistics computed by
the system.
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Figure 26. Sort Window

Sorting enables the comparison of a large number of teams and players based on
their computed statistics. It provides information such as who took or made the most
number of lay-ups or pull-ups, who shot the best within a specific distance from the
basket, or who took the most number of open shots. It allows for a quick and easy way to
rank teams or players when there is no need to visualize the results.
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3.2 Accuracy Assessment of the CourtVisionPH System
CourtVisionPH was designed to have internal mechanisms to assess the accuracy
of its Data Management and Extraction functionalities. Successful input of information
into the system's database was checked using its “Show Data” feature. Meanwhile, the
“RMSE” and “Back-Project” feature of the system took care of the accuracy assessment
for the coordinate transformations.
In terms of the Spatial Analysis function of the system, the accuracy of its
computations

was

assessed

by

comparing

system-computed

statistics

with

manually-computed ones based on data from a dummy database.
The a dummy FGA database in the same format as the FGA Table was created and
populated with 14,560 dummy points using a Python script. Each point in the dummy
database symbolized a dummy field goal attempt complete with the necessary field goal
attempt information. The dummy points inputted by the script into the dummy database
were outputted to a text file to allow manual computation.
The dummy database was created in such a way as to mirror what the actual
database of field goal attempts would look like in order to better assess the accuracy of
the computations of the system under different circumstances. As such, the dummy
database had:
1. One (1) league – Test League;
2. One (1) season – Test Season 1 and Test Season 2;
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3. Two (2) rounds per season– Test Round 1, Test Round 2;
4. Eight (8) teams – Test Team A, Test Team B, …, Test Team H;
5. Fifteen (15) players per team – Test Player 1A-15A, Test Player 1B-15B, …
Test Player 1H-15H;
6. Seven (7) games per team, per round; and
7. Sixty-five(65) field goal attempts per team, per game, totalling 14,560 FGA.
Statistics were then computed using the ANALYZE feature of the system and
manually using the text file for the following queries and scenarios that the system was
expected to handle (see Table 4):
Scenario for ANALYZE

Query

1. Analyzing a League

League = Test League

2. Analyzing a Season

Season = Test Season 1

3. Analyzing shooting performance
particular Distance on a Season
4. Analyzing Multiple Seasons

at Distance < 3.0
AND
Season = Test Season 2
Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2

5. Analyzing a Type of shot on Multiple Kind = CS
Seasons
AND
Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2
6. Analyzing a Single Round in a Season

Round = Test Round 1
AND
Season = Test Season 1
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7. Analyzing a Team during a Single Season

Team = Test Team A
AND
Season = Test Season 1

8. Analyzing a Team's 3-point shooting Points = 3
performance for a season
AND
Team = Test Team B
AND
Season = Test Season 2
9. Analyzing a Team during Multiple Team = Test Team B
Seasons
AND
Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2
10. Analyzing a Team's Defensive Shooting VS = Test Team C
Performance
11. Analyzing
a
Team's
Shooting Team = Test Team D
Performance during “Clutch” situations
AND
Quarter > 3
AND
Time_remaining_in_quarter < 2.00
AND
Deficit < 6
AND
Deficit > -6
12. Analyzing a Team's Open shots

Open = 1
AND
Team = Test Team E

13. Analyzing a Player during a Single Player = Test Player 2B
Season
AND
Season = Test Season 1
14. Analyzing a Player across Multiple Player = Test Player 3C
Seasons
AND
Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2
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15. Analyzing a Player's Assisted Shots
during a Single Season

Player = Test Player 4D
AND
Assisted = 1
AND
Season = Test Season 2

16. Analyzing a Player's performance against Player = Test Player 5E
a specific team
AND
VS = Test Team F
17. Analyzing a Player's shooting Player = Test Player 6F
performance when his team is behind
AND
Deficit < 0
18. Analyzing a Player

Player = Test Player 1A
Table 4. Test Scenarios for the ANALYZE feature

The data in the dummy database were then sorted using the system's SORT
feature according to the scenarios below (see Table 5). The data in the text file was sorted
manually following the same scenarios.
Scenario for SORT
1. Sorting among Seasons of a League
2. Sorting among ALL the Teams in a Season
3. Sorting among ALL the Teams across Multiple Seasons
4. Sorting among SELECT Teams in a Season
5. Sorting among the Players of ALL Teams in a Season
6. Sorting among the Players of ALL Teams across Multiple Seasons
7. Sorting among the Players of SELECT Teams in a Season
8. Sorting among the Players of SELECT Teams across Multiple Seasons
Table 5. Test Scenarios for the SORT feature
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The accuracy of the ANALYZE function for each scenario is the percentage of the
number of statistics computed by the system that are equal to the manually computed
values.
n

ANALYZE accuracy =

∑ an ×100 %

(12)

i=1

where :
n = number of statistics computed
a = 1 if the system-computed statistic equals the manual-computed statistic,
otherwise a = 0.

The accuracy of the SORT function for each scenario is the percentage of
elements which are sorted in order according to the manual sort.
n

SORT accuracy =

∑ sn ×100 %

(13)

i=1

where:
n = number of statistics computed
s = 1 if the system-computed statistic equals the manual-computed statistic,
otherwise s = 0.

3.3 Application of the CourtVisionPH System:
The UP Fighting Maroons and the DLSU Green Archers
(2nd Round, Season 76)
To test the applicability of CourtVisionPH for the analysis of shooting in
basketball, a case study was done on the UP Fighting Maroons and the DLSU Green
Archers of the UAAP using the system.
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For the case study, we considered the games of both teams during the Second
Elimination Round of UAAP Season 76. The videos for the games were obtained online,
through an online downloader, on the UAAP Season 76 Channel at www.youtube.com
(see Fig. 27).

Figure 27. Sample Game Video from Youtube

The videos were downloaded in .mp4 format. Initially, 13 games were to be
included in the study but one video (UP vs AdU) had very poor resolution so we decided
to remove it from the set of games. To retain an equal number of games for both UP and
DLSU, we also scrapped the DLSU vs AdU game from the list of games. All in all,
eleven (11) games became the subject of our case study (see Table 6).
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VIDEO NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

GAME
UP vs. ADMU
UP vs. DLSU
UP vs. FEU
UP vs. NU
UP vs. UE
UP vs. UST
DLSU vs. ADMU
DLSU vs. FEU
DLSU vs. NU
DLSU vs. UE
DLSU vs. UST

DATE
Aug. 15, 2013
Aug. 24, 2013
Aug. 11, 2013
Sept. 4, 2013
Sept. 18, 2013
Sept. 7, 2013
Sept. 1, 2013
Aug. 18, 2013
Sept. 8, 2013
Sept. 4, 2013
Sept. 14, 2013

Table 6. Games for the Case Study

Prior to extraction of field goal attempt locations, the database was first supplied
with league, season, team, player, game, and control point information (see Fig. 28).

↓

↓

↓
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↓

↓

Figure 28. Adding Prelimenary Information to the Database

After inputting the information in the database, we proceeded to the data
extraction step explained in the previous section. Aside from the quality of the videos, we
found that this step was limited by the user's ability to correctly and completely select the
field goal attempts in the video. Checking the extracted field goal attempts against
boxscores available online (www.pba-online.net), we observed that not all field goal
attempts were accounted for.
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As a remedy to this problem, we supplemented the videos with play-by-play data
also available online (www.gmanetwork.com, uaapsports.studio23.com).

3.3.1 Accuracy Assessment of the Data
We assessed the completeness and correctness of our extracted field goal attempts
by checking them against known values from box scores (see Fig. 29).

Figure 29. Sample Boxscore used for data validation (available at www.pba-online.net)

The differences in the number of field goal attempts and makes, 2-point attempts
and makes, and 3-point attempts and makes (14) between our database and the boxcores
were computed. Percentages of much our system's data deviated from the actual values
(15) were also computed.
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∣

∣

Δ = Actual Value −System Value
s
s
s

(14)

Δ

% ERROR

s

=

s
×100 %
Actual Value
s

(15)

where s is the statistic being considered (FGA, FGM, 2PA, 2PM, 3PA, 3PM).

3.3.2 Spatial Analysis of the Data
The system was used to analyze the UP Fighting Maroons and the DLSU Green
Archers during the 2nd Elimination Round of Season 76 of the UAAP. In our case study,
we analyzed the shooting of both teams as well as the shooting of their opponents. The
top three players from both teams also became subject to analysis.
In our analysis, we wanted to show how the system and spatial analysis in general
is a better option than the conventional basketball analysis used in the country today.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Accuracy of the CourtVisionPH System
The tables below show the results of the accuracy assessment of the system's
ANALYZE (see Table 7) and SORT (see Table 8) features:
TEST SCENARIO

ACCURACY

1. Analyzing a League

100.00%

2. Analyzing a Season

100.00%

3. Analyzing shooting performance at particular Distance on a Season

100.00%

4. Analyzing Multiple Seasons

100.00%

5. Analyzing a Type of shot on Multiple Seasons

100.00%

6. Analyzing a Single Round in a Season

100.00%

7. Analyzing a Team during a Single Season

100.00%

8. Analyzing a Team's 3-point shooting performance for a season

100.00%

9. Analyzing a Team during Multiple Seasons

100.00%

10. Analyzing a Team's Defensive Shooting Performance

100.00%

11. Analyzing a Team's Shooting Performance during “Clutch”
situations

100.00%

12. Analyzing a Team's Open shots

100.00%

13. Analyzing a Player during a Single Season

100.00%

14. Analyzing a Player across Multiple Seasons

100.00%

15. Analyzing a Player's Assisted Shots
during a Single Season

100.00%

16. Analyzing a Player's performance against a specific team

100.00%

17. Analyzing a Player's shooting performance when his team is behind

100.00%

18. Analyzing a Player

100.00%
Table 7. Results of ANALYZE accuracy test
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TEST SCENARIO

ACCURACY

1. Sorting among Seasons of a League

100.00%

2. Sorting among ALL the Teams in a Season

100.00%

3. Sorting among ALL the Teams across Multiple Seasons

100.00%

4. Sorting among SELECT Teams in a Season

100.00%

5. Sorting among the Players of ALL Teams in a Season

100.00%

6. Sorting among the Players of ALL Teams across Multiple Seasons

100.00%

7. Sorting among the Players of SELECT Teams in a Season

100.00%

8. Sorting among the Players of SELECT Teams across Multiple
Seasons

100.00%

Table 8. Results of the SORT accuracy test

From this, we conclude that the computations of the systems are 100% accurate.

4.2 Accuracy of the UP and DLSU Data
The results of the data assessment for the UP and DLSU case study is shown
below (see Tables 9-12).
FGA
TEAM

Actual

FGM
%DEV
%DEV
Δ FGA FGA
System
Actual System ΔFGM FGM

UP

339

278

61

17.99%

125

111

14

11.20%

UP
Opponents

332

261

71

21.39%

141

120

21

14.89%

DLSU

391

320

71

18.16%

148

140

8

5.41%

DLSU
Opponents

421

312

109

25.89%

142

128

14

9.86%

Table 9. Assessment of FGA and FGM
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3PA
TEAM

Actual

3PM
%DEV
%DEV
Δ 3PA 3PA
Δ 3PM 3PM
System
Actual System

UP

114

98

16

14.04%

31

28

3

9.68%

UP
Opponents

85

66

19

22.35%

24

21

3

12.50%

DLSU

136

115

21

15.44%

31

32

1

3.23%

DLSU
Opponents

132

79

53

40.15%

27

20

7

25.93%

Table 10. Assessment of 3PA and 3PM

2PA
TEAM

Actual

2PM
%DEV
%DEV
Δ 2PA 2PA
Δ 2PM 2PM
System
Actual System

UP

225

180

45

20.00%

94

83

11

21.05%

UP
Opponents

247

195

52

11.70%

117

99

18

15.38%

DLSU

255

205

50

19.61%

117

108

9

7.69%

DLSU
Opponents

289

233

56

19.38%

115

108

7

6.09%

Table 11. Assessment of 2PA and 2PM

TEAM

FGA

FGM

3PA

3PM

2PA

2PM

UP

12.20

2.80

3.20

0.60

9.00

2.20

UP
Opponents

14.20

4.20

3.80

0.60

10.40

3.60

DLSU

14.20

1.60

4.20

0.20

10.00

1.80

DLSU
Opponents

21.80

2.80

10.60

1.40

11.20

1.40

Table 12. Average number of unaccounted field goals per game
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All in all, 20.71% of all FGA, 10.12% of all FGM, 20.99% of all 3PA, 8.65% of
all 3PM, 20.59% of all 2PA, and 10.50% of all 2PM were unaccounted for. Aside from
the discrepancy in the number of shots, we also found that there was a difference between
the number of actual assisted shots and the number of assisted shots that were inputted
into the system.
We are of the opinion that the discrepancies in our data was not due to the
limitations of the system but by the personal limitations of the user extracting the data
from the videos. Since, in our study, the person responsible for extracting the information
was not an expert in basketball or did not have an intimate understanding of the sport,
discrepancies in the data were expected. Using play-by-play data to supplement the
videos or having a person with intimate knowledge and a deep understanding of the game
of basketball perform the extraction from the videos will surely limit the discrepancies in
the data.
Aside from this, some discrepancy was also expected since the shots considered
by the system are only those that fall within the 15m x 10m area we defined as the
consisting of the shooting cells. Shots taken beyond this area are not considered by the
system for the reason that these shots are not normally taken within the flow of the game
such as buzzer beaters and that at that distance, making the shot is more luck than skill.
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4.3 Analysis of the UP Fighting Maroons and the DLSU Green Archers
using the CourtVisionPH System
The results of the analyses performed in the case study are shown below:
Spread%

70.67

Range%

34.00

Distance

%FG FG%
66.67

PPA Kind

%FG FG%

PPA

1.33 Lay-up or Dunk

22.66

57.14

1.14

<1m

8.63

1m–3m

26.98 44.00

0.88 Catch-and-Shoot

26.98

41.33

1.00

3m–5m

20.50 38.60

0.79 Pull-up

46.40

32.56

0.77

5 m – 6.75 m

9.35

1.00 Post Move

3.96

18.18

0.36

Three-pointers

32.25 28.57

0.86 Open

26.62 100.00

0.91

16.91

42.55

1.13

50.00

Assisted
Table 13. Statistics for the UP Fighting Maroons

Spread%

62.67

Range%

32.67

Distance

%FG FG%

PPA Kind

%FG FG%

PPA

<1m

15.71 60.98

1.22 Lay-up or Dunk

39.08

56.86

1.14

1m–3m

36.78 56.25

1.12 Catch-and-Shoot

19.92

44.23

1.12

3m–5m

14.94 33.33

0.67 Pull-up

35.63

32.26

0.74

5 m – 6.75 m

7.66

0.70 Post Move

5.36

64.29

1.29

Three-pointers

25.29 31.82

0.95 Open

26.82 100.00

1.24

15.33

0.82

35.00

Assisted

Table 14. Statistics for UP Fighting Maroons' Opponents

35.00
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Spread%

72.00

Range%

38.67

Distance

%FG FG%
64.29

PPA Kind

%FG FG%

PPA

1.29 Lay-up or Dunk

29.94

55.32

1.11

<1m

8.92

1m–3m

32.80 55.34

1.11 Catch-and-Shoot

25.80

35.80

0.85

3m–5m

14.01 59.09

1.18 Pull-up

40.13

39.68

0.90

5 m – 6.75 m

11.46 41.67

0.83 Post Move

3.82

75.00

1.50

Three-pointers

33.12 24.04

0.72 Open

24.52 100.00

0.97

21.02

30.30

0.82

PPA Kind

%FG FG%

PPA

1.26 Lay-up or Dunk

23.08

54.67

Assisted
Table 15. Statistics for the DLSU Green Archers

Spread%

71.33

Range%

32.67

Distance

%FG FG%

<1m

7.69

68.00

1m–3m

28.92 52.13

1.04 Catch-and-Shoot

24.62

33.75

3m–5m

17.85 41.38

0.83 Pull-up

51.08

33.73

5 m – 6.75 m

14.15 17.39

0.35 Post Move

1.23

50.00

Three-pointers

31.38 27.45

0.82 Open

23.08 100.00

Assisted

17.54

Table 16. Statistics for DLSU Green Archers' Opponents

38.60

71

UP

UP Opponents

DLSU

DLSU Opponents
Figure 30. Spread% Visualizations
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UP

UP Opponents

DLSU

DLSU Opponents
Figure 31. Range% Visualizations

Just looking at the Spread% and Range% of UP and DLSU, we can see that the
Green Archers hold an advantage over the Fighting Maroons in terms of both the areas on
the floor where they took shots (Spread%) and the areas where they shot well (Range%).
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Looking at the distribution of shots for both teams, we noticed that they took
about the same percentage of shots at the rim (< 1m) and from beyond the arc
(three-pointers) – 8.63% of UP's shots and 8.92% of DLSU's where taken at the rim while
32.35% of UP's shots and 33.12% of DLSU's were from downtown. Curiously, the
Fighting Maroons outperformed the Green Archers in both these areas with UP holding a
1.33 to 1.29 Points per Attempt (PPA) advantage on shots at the rim and a 0.86 to 0.72
PPA advantage on three-pointers.
Both teams also took about the same percentage of shots from close-range (1m –
3m) and mid-range (3m – 5m) combined with both teams taking about 47% of their shots
from those two areas. It was from these areas where we noticed that DLSU had a distinct
advantage over UP. The Green Archers shot a combined 56.46% and scored 1.13 PPA on
all shots taken 1 to 5 meters away from the basket while the Fighting Maroons were only
able to shoot 41.67% and muster 0.84 PPA from the same area.
Another thing we noticed was that UP only took 35.61% of their shots within 3
meters from the rim. Shots taken within this area are considered as high-percentage shots
alluding to the fact that they are easy to convert and highly favored over other shots.
However, our analysis shows that the Fighting Maroons were only able to convert
49.49% of their shots from this area and managed an average 0.99 PPA. In comparison,
the Green Archers took 41.72% of their shots there, converted 57.25% of those shots, and
scored 1.15 PPA.
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In terms of defending shots, the biggest take-away was that UP allowed its
opponents to take more then half (52.49%) of their shots from within 3 meters of the
basket. UP's opponents feasted on the interior defense of the Fighting Maroons on their
way 57.67% shooting and 1.15 PPA within the area. UP also allowed its opponents to
shoot better than them from beyond the arc as UP's opponents shot 31.82% and scored
0.95 PPA on three-pointers. Meanwhile, DLSU only allowed their opponents to take
36.61% of their shots within 3 meters from the basket and defended these shots better
than UP. Either by strategy or luck, the Green Archers were able to force their opponents
to take a lot of mid-range shots (17.85%) and long 2-pointers (14.15%) where these
opponents only managed to shoot a combined 30.77% and score 0.62 PPA.
Aside from the statistics and metrics we computed, the visualizations made by the
system easily communicated and reflected the results of the analysis. The Spread% map
(see Fig. 30) and Range% map (see Fig 31) of UP show that the team took a lot of three
pointers and a relatively small amount of shots from near the basket. Meanwhile the same
maps for their opponents show an opposite trend. UP's opponent took less three-pointers
but their shots were clustered together near the basket. These shots near the basket were
also converted at a very high rate as evidenced by their bright red color. Looking at
DLSU's Spread% map shows that in terms of three-pointers, they shot best from the top
of the key to the right wing while they shot relatively poorer from the other areas beyond
the arc.
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Using the system's SORT feature, we found the top 3 players in terms of field goal
attempts for both team – J. Marata, R. Soyud, and K. Lao for the UP Fighting Maroons
and A. Vosotros, J. Teng, and J. Perkins of the DLSU Green Archers. An analysis and
comparison of these players yielded the results shown below:
Player

FGA

FG%

PPA

Spread%

Range%

J. Marata (UP)

73

38.36

0.96

38.00

16.67

R. Soyud (UP)

54

37.04

0.78

22.00

8.67

K. Lao (UP)

28

46.43

0.93

12.67

6.67

A. Vosotros (DLSU)

72

34.72

0.82

34.67

14.00

J. Teng (DLSU)

62

50.00

1.03

25.33

14.00

J. Perkins (DLSU)

48

62.5

1.38

20.00

14.67

Table 17. Comparison of Players 1

Player

Most shots
taken

PPA at
distance

Least shots
taken

J. Marata
(UP)

3-pointers
(56.16%)

1.02

< 1m
(2.74%)

< 1m

1m – 3m

R. Soyud
(UP)

1m – 3m
(38.89%)

0.86

Long 2's
(9.26%)

< 1m

Long 2's

K. Lao
(UP)

1m – 3m
(57.14%)

1.00

< 1m
(7.14%)

< 1m

3m – 5m

A. Vosotros
(DLSU)

3-pointers
(56.94%)

0.66

< 1m
(2.78%)

< 1m

3-pointers

J. Teng
(DLSU)

1m – 3m
(50.00%)

1.10

Long 2's
(6.45%)

< 1m

3-pointers

J. Perkins
(DLSU)

1m – 3m
(33.33%)

1.12

Long 2's
(6.25%)

3m – 5m

1m – 3m

Table 18. Comparison of Players 2

Best shooter
Worst
from
shooter from
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J. Marata (Spread%)

J. Marata (Range%)

R. Soyud (Spread%)

R. Soyud (Range%)

77

K. Lao (Spread%)

K. Lao (Range%)

Figure 32. Spread% and Range% Visualizations for UP Players

A. Vosotros (Spread%)

A. Vosotros (Range%)
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J. Teng (Spread%)

J. Teng (Range%)

J. Perkins (Spread%)

J. Perkins (Range%)

Figure 33. Spread% and Range% Visualizations for DLSU Players

The Spread% and Range% maps (see Fig. 32 and Fig. 33) of these players reflect
their performance in the games considered in the study. From these visualizations/maps,
the following observations were made:
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1. Joseph Marata took shots from a wide variety of locations on the court as
evidenced by his high Spread% and the peppered look of his Spread% map but
rarely took shots from the left elbow area. In terms of three pointers which
composed more than 50% of his shots, he performed best from the right wing.
2. Raul Soyud rarely took three pointers and performed best close to the basket.
3. Kyles Lao preferred to shoot from the left side of the court and for good reason –
he shot better there than from the right side.
4. Almond Vosotros, like Marata, took shots from all over the court. He took a lot of
three-pointers from a spot near the left corner of the three point arc but actually
performed better from the right side of the court.
5. Jeron Teng rarely took mid-range shots or long two-pointers as most of his shot
were taken within the paint or from beyond the arc. He performed better on shots
within the paint than three-pointers.
6. Jason Perkins performed well from almost all the spots where he takes shots but
he shot slightly better from the left side of the court.

These are just some of the observations that can be taken from the statistics and
visualizations provided by CourtVisionPH. Compared to the usual statistics such as FG%,
Points in the Paints, or 3P%, it is undeniable that our system is able to provide more
information. The system is also able to contextualize the information better by allowing
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for the analysis of specific scenarios, based on different areas on the court, or based on
the kind of shot taken. Just from the Spread% and Range% maps alone, a better, more
complete picture of shooting ability and performance can be painted as we are able to
quantify values such as the percentage of shots taken from specific areas on the court,
where teams or players usually take shots, or how well teams or players shoot from
different areas on the court.
Under the right set of hands and armed with imagination, the system can be used
for a wide variety of analysis to further our understanding of basketball.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion
In the study, we successfully develop a system that can: 1) extract field goal
attempt locations from broadcast basketball videos, 2) store the extracted locations
together with other relevant information in a database, 3) apply spatial analysis on the
contents of the database, and 4) present the results of the analysis in a meaningful manner
using statistics and visualizations. The study shows that it is possible to create a system
for the extraction, storage, and analysis of basketball-related spatial information using
resources that are readily and freely available. An application of the system in the
analysis of the UP Fighting Maroons and the DLSU Green Archers demonstrates that
spatial analysis provides more information, reveals shooting tendencies to a greater
extent, and allows for a better appreciation and characterization of shooting ability and
performance than conventional non-spatial analysis and statistics.
Aside from the quality of the videos, we find that our system is limited by the
ability of the user to completely and correctly extract all the field goal attempts taken
during a game.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
In terms of the functionalities of the system, we suggest the expansion of the
database to store information on other basketball events such as fouls, turnovers, etc. In
terms of data extraction we suggest the addition of better video and image processing
algorithms, automatic court detection and tracking, and automatic position determination
while the spatial analysis component of the system can be extended to include other
statistics and visualizations. The extension of the system for use in other sports such as
volleyball, soccer, and floorball is also suggested.
Meanwhile, in terms of the actual use of the system, it is highly recommended that
the data fed into the system be complete and correct in order for the resulting spatial
analysis to accurately reflect reality. This can be done by using supplementary sources
such as play-by-play data, regularly checking and counter-checking the contents of the
database against known values from boxscores, and allowing a person who has intimate
knowledge on the game basketball to extract the information from the videos.
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Appendix
A. CourtVisionPH README/Manual
The CourtVisionPH system is designed to extract, store, and analyze
basketball-related spatial information revolving around field goal attempts. The
system's name was taken from Dr. Kirk Goldsberry's study which used spatial analysis
to answer the question of who the best shooter in the NBA was.
It uses the concept of coordinate transformation to extract spatial information
from broadcast basketball videos and stores the extracted location in a database. The
contents of the database can then be analyzed based on different parameters set by the
user such as distance from basket, type of shot, etc.

B. Data Management README/Manual
The data management function of CourtVisionPH is tasked with storing and
managing the spatial and non-spatial data introduced into the system. It also has the
responsibility of ensuring that the data was consistent.
Follow the instructions for adding information to the database.Note that the
program is case-sensitive. Type in carefully.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Run the CourtVisionPH program.
At the start-up window, click "Edit Database."
Browse to the location of the database where you wish to store data. Click OK.
In the Database Options window, click "Add Data." The "Add Data" window
appears.
5. In the Add Data window, click on "Leagues." Enter the League name and
League nickname in the appropriate text field. Make sure the information is
correctly entered. When done, click OK.
6. Next, click on Seasons. Enter the League and Season name in the appropriate
text field. Make sure the information is correctly entered. When done, click
OK.
7. Next, click on Teams. Enter the League, Season, Team, and Team Initial in the
appropriate text field. Make sure the information is correctly entered. When
done, click OK.
8. Next, click on Player. Enter the League, Season, Team, Player Name, and
Player Position in the appropriate text field. Make sure the information is
correctly entered. When done, click OK.
9. Next, click on Game. Enter the League and Season name. Provide also Game
Information such as Round of the Game, Venue, Winning and Losing Team,
and the Date. Make sure the information is correctly entered. When done, click
OK.
10. Repeat from where needed when adding information such as Player, Season,
Game, League, etc. Also, to view database content, select Show Data from the
Database Options window. Select Delete Data when deleting an entry.
11. Click on CP. Enter CP ID# and the CP coordinates in the appropriate text field.
Make sure the information is correctly entered. Click OK. Repeat for all the
control points.
12. Click on Done. The system does a consistency check to verify if information
from the user is valid and to prevent multiple instances for a single entity. It
sends an error message for the user when such scenario occurs.

C. Extraction README/Manual
1. Run the CourtVisonPH program.
2. At the start-up window, click on Extract Data from Video.
3. Browse to the location of the database where you wish to add FGA location.
Click OK.
4. Browse to the location of the video you wish to analyze. Click Open. The
Video and Image windows appear.
5. Watch out for FGA attempt in the Video window. Use the scroll bar to navigate
through the video. To select frame of an FGA, pause the video by pressing "P"
on the keyboard right at the instant of the FGA.
6. When satisfied with the frame, press the Spacebar. The frame will be
transferred to the Image window.
7. To see whether the shot is successful, replay the video by pressing P. Freeze
the video again by pressing P when done.
8. Press Ctrl + Right-click on the Image window. In the Actions window, click
Edit Game Info.
9. Properly provide the information required in the Game Info. Click OK when
done. Incorrect game information will cause the system to prompt the user.
When this happens, re-enter game information by pressing CTRL +
RIGHT-CLICK again. Repeat until system validates game information.
10. To extract FGA location, place your cursor on the approximate location of the
player. Press CTRL + LEFT-CLICK on this spot.
11. Properly provide the information required in the Add Player window. Click
OK when done. Incorrect player information will cause the system to prompt
the user. When this happens, re-enter player information by
CTRL+LRFT-clicking again on the FGA location. Repeat until system
validates game information. A small letter "P" in blue will appear near the
FGA location.
12. Select available control points by placing your cursor on a control point and
pressing SHIFT + LEFT-CLICK. Enter the CP ID#. When properly done, The
ID# will appear beside the control point. Repeat for all the control points.
13. Next, transform the Image by pressing CTRL + RIGHT-CLICK and clicking
on Transform. Check if RMSE is within threshold. Click OK.
14. To back-transform the court, press CTRL + RIGHT-CLICK and click
Back-Transform. Check if back-transformation is acceptable. Click OK.
15. If you wish to add the FGA location to the system database, click Add to
Database. Then, OK.
16. Wait for the next FGA by replaying the video.
17. Repeat from #5 until video ends.

D. Analysis README/Manual
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

On the Main window, select Spatial Analysis.
Select Database to analyze. Click OK.
Decide whether to perform spatial analysis or sort data.
For spatial analysis, choose Analyze.
Enter query in the Query text field. Click Query. If query is valid, statistics and
metrics values will be shown; otherwise, an error message pops up which
means the user has to provide a valid query. Standard Query Language should
be used; logical operators are also valid.
6. To view visualization for a parameter, click VIEW on the right side of the
parameter. The map will be displayed on the large space provided. To save the
map, click Save Map below the Query panel. Click the Close button when
done.
7. For sorting analysis, select Sort on the Spatial Analysis window.
8. Select entities to sort on the bottom part of the Sort Data window. Calculated
statistics will be shown after. Click the Close button when done.

E. Sample Analysis Queries
Scenario for analysis

Corresponding Query

1. Analyzing a League

League = Test League

2. Analyzing a Season

Season = Test Season 1

3. Analyzing shooting performance
particular Distance on a Season

at Distance < 3.0
AND
Season = Test Season 2

4. Analyzing Multiple Seasons

Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2

5. Analyzing a Type of shot on Multiple Kind = CS
Seasons
AND
Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2
6. Analyzing a Single Round in a Season

Round = Test Round 1
AND
Season = Test Season 1

7. Analyzing a Team during a Single Season

Team = Test Team A
AND
Season = Test Season 1

8. Analyzing a Team's 3-point shooting Points = 3
performance for a season
AND
Team = Test Team B
AND
Season = Test Season 2
9. Analyzing a Team during Multiple Team = Test Team B
Seasons
AND
Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2
10. Analyzing a Team's Defensive Shooting VS = Test Team C
Performance

11. Analyzing
a
Team's
Shooting Team = Test Team D
Performance during “Clutch” situations
AND
Quarter > 3
AND
Time_remaining_in_quarter < 2.00
AND
Deficit < 6
AND
Deficit > -6
12. Analyzing a Team's Open shots

Open = 1
AND
Team = Test Team E

13. Analyzing a Player during a Single Player = Test Player 2B
Season
AND
Season = Test Season 1
14. Analyzing a Player across Multiple Player = Test Player 3C
Seasons
AND
Season = Test Season 1
OR
Season = Test Season 2
15. Analyzing a Player's Assisted Shots
during a Single Season

Player = Test Player 4D
AND
Assisted = 1
AND
Season = Test Season 2

16. Analyzing a Player's performance against Player = Test Player 5E
a specific team
AND
VS = Test Team F
17. Analyzing a Player's shooting Player = Test Player 6F
performance when his team is behind
AND
Deficit < 0
18. Analyzing a Player

Player = Test Player 1A

F. Statistics and Other Computations
Basic Statistics:
FGM
FG %=
×100 %
FGA
2PM
2P %=
×100 %
2PA
3PM
3P %=
×100 %
3PA
POINTS
PPA=
FGA
where:
FGM
FGA
2PM
2PA
3PM
3PA
POINTS

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Field Goals Made
Field Goals Attempted
2-point Field Goals Made
2-point Field Goals Attempted
3-point Field Goals Made
3-point Field Goals Attempted
Point Scored

For “Distance from Basket”:
FGA
D
% FG =
×100 %
D FGA
T
FGM
D
FG % =
×100 %
D FGA
D
POINTS
D
PPA =
D FGA
D
where:
FGMD
FGAD
FGAT
POINTSD
D

=
=
=
=
=

Field Goals Made at distance D
Field Goals Attempted at distance D
Total Field Goals Attempted
Point Scored at distance D
Distance or Range of Distance from Basket
(e.g < 1 m, 1m – 3m, etc.)

For “Kind of Shot”:
FGA
K
% FG =
×100 %
K FGA
T
FGM
K
FG % =
×100 %
K FGA
K
POINTS
K
PPA =
K FGA
K
where:
FGMK
FGAK
FGAT
POINTSK
K

=
=
=
=
=

Field Goals Made using shot being considered
Field Goals Attempted using shot being considered
Total Field Goals Attempted
Point Scored using kind of shot being considered
“Kind” of Shot being considered
(e.g LUD = Lay-up or Dunk, CS = Catch and Shoot,
OP = Open, AS = Assisted, etc.)

For each individual “shooting cell”:
FGM
C
FG % =
×100 %
C FGA
C
POINTS
C
PPA =
C FGA
C
where:
FGMC
FGAC
POINTSC

=
=
=

Field Goals Made within the Cell
Field Goals Attempted within the Cell
Point Scored within the Cell

